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Abstract: The need of having a topic segmentation system for Arabic text is due
essentially to improve the functionalities of Arabic Information Retrieval (AIR).
Topic segmentation of texts has been used to improve the accuracy of the
subsequent processes such as question answering and information retrieval. In this
paper we present the implementation and the evaluation of two algorithms for
Arabic text segmentation which are Text-Tilling and C99. We compare the quality of
the outputs of the two algorithms and we evaluate the relative performance of Text
Tiling algorithm with respect to another cohesion based segmenter: C99 algorithm
using the classical Recall/Precision evaluation metrics and the recently introduced
Reader Judgment method.
Keywords:Topic Segmentation, Text Tiling algorithm, C99 algorithm, Evaluation,
Arabic Language.

Introduction
Topic segmentation can be defined as the task of breaking documents into topically
coherent multi-paragraph subparts. In order to provide solutions to access useful
information from the ever-growing number of documents on the web, such
technologies are crucial as people who search for information are now submerged
with unmanageable quantities of text data and most of the time cannot find what
they are looking for, as they can only deal with conveniently-sized packages of
information. For that purpose, topic segmentation has extensively been used in
information retrieval and text summarization.
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Text in long document or that obtained from continuous text streams needs to be
separated into topically coherent units in order to enable effective querying, analysis
and usage. Topic segmentation is a new technique for improving access to
information dividing lengthy documents into topically coherent sections. In
information retrieval for example, having topically segmented documents can result
in the retrieval of short relevant text segments that directly correspond to a user’s
query instead of long documents examined by user carefully in order to find the
object of his interest. Having topically segmented documents also benefits the task
of text summarization as a better summary can be obtained from the various
segments constituting a document [7]. While extensive research has targeted this
technique in English, few have studied it in other languages and almost no one
except [7] and [12], has addressed it for Arabic language which focused our interest
and push us trying to adopt the two text segmentation algorithms for such language.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work; Section 3
presents an overview of the implemented approaches; results and their discussion
are reported in Section 4; finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

1. Previous Work
Approaches that address the problem of topic segmentation can be classified in
knowledge-based approaches or word-based approaches. Knowledge-based systems
as [11] require an extensive manual knowledge engineering effort to create the
knowledge base (semantic network and/or frames) and this is only possible in very
limited and well-known domains. To overcome this limitation, and to process a large
amount of texts, word-based approaches have been developed. [13] and [20] make
use of the word distribution in a text to find a thematic segmentation. These works
are well adapted to technical or scientific texts characterized by a specific
vocabulary. To process narrative or expository texts such as newspaper articles, [17]
and [22] approaches are based on lexical cohesion computed from a lexical network.
These methods depend on the presence of the text vocabulary inside their network.
So, to avoid any restriction about domains in such kinds of texts, [20] presented a
mixed method that augments his system based on word distribution, by using
knowledge represented by a lexical co-occurrence network automatically built from
a corpus. By making some experiments with these two latter systems, [8] show that
adding lexical knowledge isn’t sufficient by its own to have an all-purpose method,
able to process either technical texts or narratives. They then propose some solutions
to choose the most suitable method.
Other Existing approaches of text segmentation can fall into two main groups:
lexical cohesion based approaches and feature based approaches. Lexical cohesion
104
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based approaches depend on the tendency of topic units to hang together.
Approaches to measure this type of cohesion can be further divided into two
categories: similarity based approaches where patterns of syntactic repetitions are
used to indicate cohesion, and lexical chaining based approaches where other
aspects of lexical cohesion (like relationships between terms) are also analyzed.
PLSA is an example of similarity based approach [3]. This system uses the
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis model along with the clarity-based similarity
metric to detect boundaries. The work measures similarity using the probability
distribution of words calculated using the PLSA model instead of using term counts.
The application of Lexical chaining based approaches to text segmentation was first
attempted in [15] and [19]. In these works, segmenting a single document to its sub
topics was the major goal. Recently, lexical chaining has also been used in news
story segmentation [9] [26]. In [9] the lexical chaining based approach is used in
conjunction with the similarity based approach. In this work, lexical cohesion
between two adjacent blocks is determined by computing the cosine similarity
between the two blocks through analyzing the lexical chains that overlap with the
two blocks instead of using word counts. Evaluation of this work was based on the
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) corpora. Work in [26] uses the lexical chaining
technique for determining distinct news stories in spoken and written broadcast
news streams. The work analyzes the cohesion in text by examining term repetitions
and three other basic types of cohesion (synonymy, generalization/specialization and
part-whole/whole-part relationships) provided by the WordNet online thesaurus [21].
The second main category in text segmentation is feature based approaches in which
features like cue phrases, full proper nouns and named entities are used to detect
boundaries between topics. An example of a system that uses that approach is
presented in [16]. Feature based approaches can be domain dependent (as in news
transcripts), if they depend on very specific domain features. Lexical cohesion can
also be added as a feature in the feature based approach as exemplified by work
presented in [2][25].

2. Implemented Approaches
In this section two text segmentation systems are described, these systems are Text
Tilling [13] and C99 [5]. The two systems are based on lexical cohesion. Text Tiling
algorithm uses the cosine similarity metric between term vectors to measure the
cohesion strength between adjacent blocks. The C99 algorithm also uses the cosine
similarity metric to determine similarities among sentences and then projects these
graphically and applies image-processing techniques to determine topic boundaries.
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2.1. Preprocessing
The preprocessing stage processes the stream for analysis by removing tags,
punctuation and transforming terms into stems. First we have to build the blocks,
called tokens, of text. The input text is merely a sequence of characters prior to
preprocessing. It is the responsibility of the preprocessor to break the sequence into
semantic units in the tokenization step. These units can either be simple words such
as the words program and creation, or multi-word phrases such as The United States
(as opposed to United and States).

2.2. The Text Tiling Algorithm
The Text Tiling algorithm, for discovering subtopic structure using term repetition,
has three main parts [13]:
•
•
•

Tokenization
Similarity Determination
Boundary Identification

Tokenization refers to the division of the input text into individual lexical units. For
both versions of the algorithm, the text is subdivided into pseudo sentences of a predefined size w (In practice, setting w to 20 tokens) .The morphologically-analyzed
token is stored in a table along with a record of the token-sequence number it
occurred in, and how frequently it appeared in the token-sequence. A record is also
kept for the locations of the paragraph breaks within the text. Closed-class and other
very frequent words are eliminated from the analysis.
After tokenization, the next step is the comparison of adjacent pairs of blocks of
token-sequences for overall lexical similarity. Another important parameter for the
algorithm is the block size: the number of token-sequences that are grouped together
into a block to be compared against an adjacent group of token-sequences. This
value, labeled k, varies slightly from text to text. In practice, a value of k=6 works
well for many texts. Similarity values are computed for every token-sequence gap
number; that is, a score is assigned to token-sequence gap i corresponding to how
similar the token-sequences from i-k to i are to the token-sequences from i+1 to
i+k+1. Note that this moving window approach means that each token-sequence
appears in 2k similarity computations. Similarity between blocks is calculated by a
cosine measure (see equation. 1): given two text blocks b1 and b2 each with k
token-sequences,
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Where t ranges over all the terms that have been registered during the tokenization
step, and Wt,bi is the weight assigned to term t in block b1. Thus if the similarity
score between two blocks is high, then the blocks have many terms in common. This
formula yields a score between 0 and 1, inclusive.
The token-sequence gap numbers are ordered according to how steeply the slopes of
the plot are to either side of the token-sequence gap, rather than by their absolute
similarity score. For a given token-sequence gap i, the algorithm looks at the scores
of the token-sequence gaps to the left of i as long as their values are increasing.
When the values to the left peak out, the difference between the score at the peak
and the score at i is recorded. The same procedure takes place with the tokensequence gaps to the right of i; their scores are examined as long as they continue to
rise.
The relative height of the peak to the right of i is added to the relative height of the
peak to the left. (A gap occurring at a peak will have a score of zero since neither of
its neighbors is higher than it.) These new scores, called depth scores, corresponding
to how sharp a change occurs on both sides of the token-sequence gap, are then
sorted. Segment boundaries are assigned to the token-sequence gaps with the largest
corresponding scores, adjusted as necessary to correspond to true paragraph breaks.
A proviso check is done that prevents assignment of very close adjacent segment
boundaries. Currently there must be at least three intervening token-sequences
between boundaries. This helps control for the fact that many texts have spurious
header information and single-sentence paragraphs.
The algorithm must determine how many segments to assign to a document, since
every paragraph is a potential segment boundary. A cutoff based on a particular
valley depth is similarly problematic.

2.3. The C99 Algorithm
This segmentation algorithm takes a list of tokenized sentences as input [5]. A
tokenizer [10] and a sentence boundary disambiguation algorithm [23] may be used
to convert a plain text document into the acceptable input format. Step of Similarity
measure start after removing the punctuation and uninformative words from each
sentence using a simple regular expression and a stop word list. A stemming
algorithm [6] is then applied to the remaining tokens to obtain the word stems. A
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dictionary of word stem frequencies is constructed for each sentence. This is
represented as a vector of frequency counts.
Let fi,j denote the frequency of word j in sentence i. The similarity between a pair of
sentences x, y is computed using the cosine measure as shown in equation. 2. This is
applied to all sentence pairs to generate a similarity matrix.

∑f
Sim(x, y) =

x, j

* f y, j
(2)

j

∑f
j

2
x, j

* ∑ f y, j

2

j

Figure 1 shows an example of a similarity matrix. High similarity values are
represented by bright pixels. The bottom-left and top-right pixels show the selfsimilarity for the first and last sentences, respectively. Note that the matrix is
symmetric and contains bright square regions along the diagonal. These regions
represent cohesive text segments.

Figure 1. An example of similarity matrix with 11*11 rank matrix
Each value in the similarity matrix is replaced by its rank in the local region. The
rank is the number of neighboring elements with a lower similarity value. For
segmentation, a 11x11 rank mask is generally used. The output is expressed as a
ratio r (see equation. 3), to circumvent normalization problems (consider the cases
when the rank mask isn’t contained in the image).

r=

# of elements with a lower value
# of elements examined

(3)

The final process determines the location of the topic boundaries. The method is
based on Reynar's maximization algorithm [20][25]. A text segment is defined by
two sentences i,j (inclusive).
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This is represented as a square region along the diagonal of the rank matrix. Let Si,j
denotes the sum of the rank values in a segment and the inside area is given by
equation. 4.

a i, j = ( j − i + b )

(4)

B = {bl,...,bm} is a list of m (coherent text segments, sk and ak refers to the sum of
rank and area of segment k in B. D is the inside density of B (see equation. 5).
m

D

=

∑

s

k

∑

a

k

k = 1
m

k = 1

(5)

To initialize the process, the entire document is placed in B as one coherent text
segment. Each step of the process splits one of the segments in B. The split point is a
potential boundary which maximizes D. The number of segments to generate, m, is
determined automatically. For a document with b potential boundaries, b steps of
divisive clustering are generated.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Evaluation Metrics
There are several ways to evaluate a segmentation algorithm:
 By Comparison with human judgments: there is no segmented corpus of
sufficient size available for this task but only a propositions to build such
corpus and to assess the quality of human judgments [4][13][24].
 By comparison to marks deposed in the text by the reader (this method is
unreliable because any segmentation is subjective [24], the position of
segmentation marks depends on the point of view of the reader);
 By Comparison to “some” marks to find in the text (for example: boundaries
between documents of a corpus).
 Through its impact on a particular task like information retrieval (functional
evaluation).
The results of the evaluation of each algorithm are shown in the following section.
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3.2. The Arabic texts Segmentation Test Corpora
The analyzed segmentation systems were evaluated using a set of five Arabic texts.
We compare the obtained results with the judgments of a group of readers who did a
manual segmentation. We based our evaluation on seven readers’ judgments. After
reading, each reader makes a manual segmentation on the five texts. The texts can
fall on two categories: literature and medicine. The average length of the texts used
for this evaluation is between 600 and 2000 words. The readers are simply invited to
define the paragraphs in which there is a topic shift. This operation remains
subjective for every reader.

3.3. Method of Reader Judgments
Figure 2 shows the boundaries made by the seven readers on the texts. This diagram
helps us to illustrate the general trends of the reader’s evaluation, and also to show
where and how often they agree or disagree a boundary. For example, all readers
except the fourth marked a boundary in paragraph 7. This reader disagrees with other
and marked the boundary in paragraph 10. The Boundaries where readers are all in
agreement are: {12, 20, 22, 31, 33, 37, 38, and 50}, Readers are in disagreement for
the following boundaries: {1, 15, 18, 41.43, 44 and 45}, examples of agreement and
disagreement are shown by a top and bottom arrows respectively in the Figure 4.

Figure 2 : Boundaries of Readers versus Algorithm.
According to [24], if four of seven readers mark the boundary at the same position,
the segmentation is good. [18] Has shown that three readers are considered
sufficient to classify this boundary as "main boundary". [4] and [14] Specify the
importance of taking into account the expected and unexpected agreement by
calculating whether readers agree significantly. To this end, they advise to use the
kappa coefficient (K). According to [4], K measures by the paired agreements among
a group of readers making judgments categories, it is calculated according to
110
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equation. 6:
K=

P(A) − P(E)
1 - P(E)

(6)

Where P(A) is the proportion of times that readers agree and P(E) is the proportion
of times we expect them to agree by chance. The coefficient can be calculated by
paired comparisons against an expert or comparing to a decision of a group. [4] also
states that if K>0.8, this indicates that the segmentation is good, and if K>0.67 and
K<0.8 this can provide acceptable experimental conclusions. The coefficients found
by [14] have extended from 0.43 to 0.68 for three readers, and those found by [4] are
extended from 0.65 to 0.90 for four readers segmenting sentences.
In our evaluation, we set that three judgments in agreement are acceptable to take
the boundary as correct. From Figure 4, acceptable boundaries are: {1, 3, 5, 7, 12,
14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23, 29, 31, 33, 34, 37, 38 and 50}. We calculate the Kappa
coefficient as shown in Table 1. The comparison of our results for “K” on Arabic
corpus with those obtained by Hearst [13] from the application of the Text Tiling
algorithm on an English corpus “K(H)” has shown that our segmentation is
acceptable.
P(A)

P(E)

K

K(H)

Remark

0.7894

0.2106

0.7332

0.647

Acceptable

Table 1 : Results of calculating Kappa coefficient

3.4. Method of Recall / Precision:
In the following experiments, the two standards recall and precision, classically used
in information retrieval, detailed in [1], were often employed to evaluate
segmentation algorithms. In the context of topic segmentation, precision is defined as
(equation 7):
P=

Number of correctly system detected boundaries
Total number of system generated boundaries

(7)

While recall is defined as (equation 8):
R=

Number of correctlysystem detected boundaries
Total number of real boundaries
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The Recall value for Text Tiling gives us a prime example of how traditional IR
metrics, precision and recall, fail as informative measures of segmentation
performance [11]. Figureure 3 shows precision and recall values for five texts
segmented with Text Tiling algorithm. This Figureure shows that Text Tiling’s recall
values are very low, 0%, 33.34% and 60% respectively, precision values are high,
40%, 66.66% and 100%.

Figure 3: Precision and Recall values for 5 texts segmented with Text Tilling algorithm

However, these values take no account of the fact that Text Tiling is producing ‘just’
missing boundaries rather than failing to detect them at all. Figureure 4 shows
precision and recall values for five texts segmented with C99 algorithm. The
interesting observation from this Figureure is that C99 algorithm has a high recall
values, 33.34%, 40%, 50% and 100% respectively. Precision values are between
50% and 66.66%.
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Figure 4 : Precision and Recall values for 5 test texts segmented with C99 algorithm

Table 2 shows the result of comparison between the two algorithms. Text Tiling has
the best value on precision; it passes 84% but it has the worst value on recall
15.79%. C99 has the worst value on precision 45.40% but it has the best value on
recall; it passes 54%.
Segmentation

Recall

Precision

Human judges

18.66%

81.33%

Texttilling

15.79%

84.27%

C99

54.60%

45.40%

Table 3 : Comparative between the two algorithms.
TextTiling and C99 seem to have difficulties to adapt themselves with the number of
boundaries to retrieve; the length of the text has a great impact on their number of
detected boundaries. Figure 5 shows that TextTiling seems to be more efficient to
Arabic texts.
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Figure 5 : Evaluation of algorithms with Human judges

Conclusion
In this paper a comparative analysis of two different text segmentation algorithms on
Arabic texts is presented. To assess how well each algorithm works on Arabic corpus,
each one was applied on an Arabic texts dataset and the results were compared. We
confirmed in this paper that segmentation task is hard to evaluate because the
objective can vary. Globally C99 algorithm looks to be more efficient. To go further
in the experimentation, we should try a new algorithm mixing supervised method
with unsupervised, and make new comparisons between statistic and symbolic
methods. Eventually, our work shows that with only little improvements, existing
algorithms for segmenting English texts are efficient on Arabic texts.
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